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Distributor Tokin now Techno Science Systems

On 1st December 2020, following an acquisition of their parent 
company, the owners of MPE’s authorised distributors for Japan, 
Tokin EMC Engineering, transferred their Systems division to 
Techno Science Japan, with Tokin being renamed as Techno 
Science Systems.

Founded in 1990, Tokyo-based Techno Science Japan has a 
capital of 96 million Yen and annual sales in excess of 3 billion 
Yen.

This change of ownership provides Techno Science Systems 
(TSS) with greater operational strength and fl exibility for delivering 
their advanced electronics test, measurement and protection 
solutions to both existing and new customers. The previous 
management team has been retained to ensure a seamless 
transfer, with President Susumu Matsuoka continuing to head up 
the organisation and the day-to-day EMC/EMP fi lter operations 
being managed by Junichi Suzuki.

Founded in 1983 as Tokin EMC, TSS are headquartered in the 
major city of Kawasaki with a 20-strong, technically highly skilled 
and experienced team. Offering EMC measurement, anechoic 
chamber and shielded room design and installation, and EMP 
protection technology, TSS are trusted partners at the forefront of 
innovation in Japan’s electromagnetics market in the 21st century.

Since their appointment as MPE’s authorised distributors for 
Japan in April 2018, TSS have focused on the fast-growing EMP 
protection market in the territory, establishing and developing a 
solid customer base. More recently, TSS have been engaged 
with large, blue chip contractors, providing expert advice and 
TEMPEST solutions for maritime defence platforms.

Whilst the continuing global Covid-19 pandemic has prevented 
the physical event from taking place in 2020, TSS have previously 
had stands, as pictured left, at the annual SEECAT event (Special 
Equipment Exhibition and Conference for Anti-Terrorism), staged 
in Japan’s largest convention and exhibition centre, Big Sight in 
Tokyo.

This three-day event has presented TSS with an excellent 
shopwindow for showcasing their latest electronics applications 
which incorporate MPE’s world-leading EMC and EMP fi lters. 
A recent notable example of this has been a Mil-Std-188-125 
compliant HEMP rack from MPE’s distribution partners in South 
Korea, Eretec.

For EMC and EMP product enquiries in the Japanese market, 
email susumu.matsuoka@tsscorp.co.jp or visit the Techno 
Science Systems website www.tsscorp.co.jp

The Techno Science Systems, formerly Tokin EMC, team 
on their stand at a previous SEECAT exhibition in Tokyo, 
with President Susumu Matsuoka third left and Paul 
Currie, Sales and Marketing Director of MPE, second left

From left to right, Mr Matsuoka and Junichi Suzuki of 
Techno Science Systems on a visit to MPE in Liverpool
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